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Mr. Arthur Whitman, NE-24
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Germantown, Maryland 20545-

Dear Mr. Whitman:

AUTHORITY REVIEW - THE FORMER SUPERIOR-STEEL
CORPORATION SITE - AEC CONTRACT NO.' AT(30-1)- 1412'

Aerospace has completed assembly and.a-nalysis of availabledocumentation, and prepared the subject review for your consideration
and determination if there is -authority for remedial. action under FUSRAPat the former Superior Steel Corporation facility in-Carnegie, Pennsylvania.

As indicated in the attached review,. the Superior Steel.Corporation wasone of three principal contractors involved in AEC's initial: fuel elementdevelopment program :to fabricate strip and pl-ate fuel elements-forreactors. This work began in- une1952. Superior Steel.and-.Metal-s &Controls Corporation were, the principals in.the ro1ling.-and-cladding ofuranium metal- strip-and-plate'elements. According; to'the Savannah RiverOperations Office,-SuperiorS teel: contract files have -been destroyed.However-,,-correspondence fi.l.es ,r.elating to :the work dodne' by Superior Steelindicate:that. they ro~ll:ed,..cut:-and finis-hed.uranium metal.into'strip and.plate under a .unit price contract . Metal's& Control'soperating under'ascovst-plus-fixed.fee contract, Performed cladding-andpa.ting ' operationson theuranium strip and-plate using their patented .processes -to pro-duce the finished-fuelelemensts.;The contract with.-Superior Steel was
terminated imn September -1957. However, no documents have been discovered
to indicate close-out -procedures o'rthe'results-of a final radiologicalssurvey and clean up ofthe facility, i-f such: activites were a part ofthe contract close-out processv A,:preliminary survey-of. thatportionof the-Superior Steel facilityiused under. the AEC contract, conducted in
July 1980-,-indicatesthepresen-ce-of radioactive coitamination abovecurrent guideilines and criteria atfseveral locations on the-site.
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Mr. A. Whitman 2 30 September 1985

Without copies of the initial contract and subsequent modifications,
the presence.of indemnification provisions therein cannot be determined
with certainty. However, considering the type of contract, period of
performances known circumstances and terms of the Metals and: Controls
contract, the presence'.of such provisions 'is unlikely.

The radioactive contamination at: the site of- the-former Superior
Steel facility was--the result ofWDOE predecessor related operations.
However, other factors: considered .in the 'authority analysis are not
supportive of a finding of authority for remedial-action under FUSRAP.

Based upon your authority determination, Aerospace will prepare.a
designation package, or a summary report to notify the State-of Pennsyl-
vania and -the Environmental Protection Agency. if you determine there is
no authority for remedial action under.'FUSRAP. The attached Authority
Review is being provided to Mr. S. Miller of DOE-OGC by copy of this- letter.

I would be happy to-respond to any questions you might.have regarding
the content or format of the attached authority review package.

Sincerely,

Charles 0. Young
Environmental 'Controls and
*Analysis Directorate

Goverment Support Division

CDY/smb

Enclosures

cc: E. DeLaney
S:. :Miller :
R. Lewis (w/o)'



AUTHORITY REVIEW
THE FORMER SUPERIOR STEEL CORPORATION SITE

Carnegie, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION:

The purpose of this- review. is to assemble and present. information
pertaining to work performed under the sponsorship of the Atomic Energy.
Commission (AEC)".. and' the- facts -and circumstances: surrounding
activities/events that resulted in the radioactive: contamination that
remains on the site formerly.occupied by the Superior Steel -Corporation.

The principle sources of information/documentation assembled for this
review were as follows:

a. AEC records in the custody of DOE's Oak Ridge and Savannah River
Operations Off.ices and the Atlanta and New York.Federal Archives
and Records Centers.

b. Telephone interviews with former AEC employees who had personal
knowledge of AEC sponsored. activities at the former Superior
Steel facility.

BACKGROUND

During early 1952, there was a rapidly increasing interest and demand
for flat, plate-type reactor fuel elements. It was: determined that this
type of element. provided a far greater surface-to-volume ratio than the.
conventional: cylindrical- slug-; thus making possible a more efficient use
of uranium in reactors. A production procedure for the- fabrication -of
these elements- was needed.: :According to an'AEC (New York Operations
Office', Production Division) memorandum, subject: Justification For
Entering into- Contract No.' AT(30-1).-1413 w'ith Metals & Controls
Corporation- -WithoutFormal Advertisingh, .dated December 31, -1952; Superior
Steel-and-.Metals .Cohtrols-were successful in-their bids .to -perform work
in this :-zar.ea.. AppOarently L~etter Contracts No.-:AT(30-l)-1412 and No.
AT(30-1 )-.1413.were- awarded to Superior. Steel and Metals & Controls,
respectively:, inJune. 1952. The referenced document indicates that only
a-few- organ izations- i'n the' United States- had the. technical background,
experience.and'commercial success to -roll -and cadd- metal strip and
plate. -:Super'iori''Steel- and& Metals- & Controls were -two of the three firms
that-res-ponded-favorably-, to: the -work proposed by AEC-. Therefore, it is.
reasonab-le toassume.that, although somewhat different with respect- to
scope of work,fthe same 1"boiler plate" articles were included in the
Superior'Steel.and-Netals & Controls contracts. An extract of the-Metals
& Contro sV'.Cntract No. AT(30-l)--1413 is attached ,i Copies-- of the
Sup'ior.Steecoritract haveOapparently -been destroyed. -



The facilities owned and operated by the Superior Steel Corporation
during the mid-1950's when work was done for the AEC are' located in the
area currently occupied by the Carnegie Industrial Park on Superior and
Hammond Streets-, Scott Township, Pennsylvania. A records search was
conducted in 1980 to identify the specific area/building within this 25
acre complex that was used to conduct work for the AEC. The large steel
structure that originally housed the uranium handling., facilities was
owned by Lang Machinery Company, Inc. of Coraoplis, Pennsylvania and, at
that time, was occupied by J.G. Industries, Inc.

One document has been discovered that indicates Superior Steel's
interest, in doing -work for the MED/AEC as early as March 1945. This
initial interest- appears to have been in the -area of- rolling stainless
steel. However, no documents have been found that would indicate that
they were under contract with MED/AEC. before June 1952.: Except for
general correspondence and one report of a :1955 health and safety
inspection of that portion of the Superior Steel plant where AEC work was
done, little -is known of. the specifics of work performed and the
contractual relati'onship'between Superior Steel and the AEC.,

It should be noted that, by mid-1952 the physical characteristis of
uranium metal and measures required for the protection of workers from
the hazards associated with handling and/or processing.uranium metal were
reasonably well- documented, thus relieving somewhat the.. necessity for
strict AEC controls and technical supervision practiced during the 1940's.

CONTRACTS

According to information provided by the DOE Savannah River
Operations Office, the effective date of AEC Contract No. AT(30-1)-1412
with 'Superior Steel was June'. 27, 1952. There- were. 7 ammendments. or
modifications to -the contract. The contract was terminated 'on or about
September: 30, 1957.: . The total-..payments to Superior'x Steel.- through fiscal
year 1957 'amounted. to $356,849.00.

According to general correspondence, work done. by Superior Steel was
of a deve-lopmental- nature. This work *was limited. to.. the .productiorf of
-flatplates of .uranium -metal in support'-of the-Savannah River -Oper-ations-
Office' fuel, elerient.- development- program. With the- exception of some
special-`equ'ipment 'provided.by AEC, the -facilities -and equipment used in-
-support of'-thfis P-p rogram -were. owned and-- operated: by'the Superior -Steel
Corporatiwonw. 'r. 'f.-

The type of: contract was unit price with certain features with
respect to purchase of epuipment. The scope:of the. congtact provided -.by:
,the Savannah River---Operations .Office is quoted -in. part as.follows:

"...by commercia. -methods .receive -uranium fom .supplier,-
:inspect, straighten as required, scalp -by milling, -planning-
and/or. spotgrinding, preheat in molten salt, hot roll
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(taking required temperature and time data), crop and shear
to length, number, acid pickle (including packing for
shipment to heat treating facility and receiving heat
treated strip), flatten, acid pickle, machine into full
length strips of specified dimensions and tolerances,
deb.urr, gauge -finish inspect, meta1 urgically sample (but
not in excess of reasonabnly.commercial sampling methods and
not including metallurgical tests), package and prepare
finished plate and furnish labor for- packaging and
preparing scrap for shipment."

The contract, originated by the AEC'1s New York Operations Office, was
transfered for administration to the Oak Ridge Operations Office. On
October 15, 1954, it was transferred. to the Savannah River Operations
Office. According to the .Savannah Operations Office, the official
contract file has been destroyed.

Metallurgical Laboratory and Superior Steel correspondence.from the
spring and summer of 1954 indicates that Superior: Steel proposed an
increase in contractual requirements from development to production
quantities. The proposals called for minimum production quantities over
a five year period at a fixed unit price of production and additional
equipment and facilities. However, the. AEC rejected the proposal and
Superior Steel continued production on a developmentallbasis.

Security inspection records (3 documents) obtained from the Savanah
River Operations Office indicate that Superior Steel was engaged in
general work on rolling and possibly cladding of the new type 'fuel
elements. This. document indicates that the work was initiated 'in March
1953. one of these documents indicates that security inspections of the
Superior Steel . facility at Hammond and Gregg Streets, Carnegie,
Pennsylvania, were conducted in.May and November 1954 and 1955, in June
1956 and. in January 1957. This. document also indicates an authority
covering receipt, storage-' and .transmittal of. classified matter
categorized. up- to: and 'including: Secret. Another entry in the document,
11/29/57 - Deletion -of. Facility - apparently; indicates withdrawal -of
authority for access ':to7 classified materials on- or before that -date.
Sdperior Steel was an accountable station- for handling. lSF material- -by
November 1952.

Analysis -of the limited: amount of cost and production information on
activities.:-at the Superior Steel' facilities indicate that operations: in
support of this contract were intermittent for periods of from one to
-two -days. -There are- also indications th at the- area or areas: used were
cl eaned b-efore and. after each`- operation.- Recollections of a;-former
employee. of the Savannah: River. Operations Office, who -had vilsited-the
Superior :Steel:. facility on .at -l-east 'two occasions ..to --observe rolling
operations, were *that the facilities were only used on"weekends -when the
-plant woud otherwise.:; be idle-.However, 'documents assembled to' date
indicate rolling -:operations -were; conducted during, the .week.,-- He allso
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indicated that an AEC representative was present during each operation.
conducted for the AEC. Documentation indicating that such
representation was a contractual, requirement has not been found.
However, the fact that Superior Steel was established as an accountable
station for SF- material would indicate some relief from the requirement
for continuous AEC representation during receipt, processing, storage and
shipment of uranium metal.,

HEALTH AND SAFETY

The only indications of AEC involvement in health and safety matters
at the Superior Steel facility are the provision of ventilation
equipment and visits by representatives of the AEC Health and Safety
Laboratory (HASL) to the facility. According to the HASL report of a
visit conducted on September 1.9, 1955,. the purpose of the visit,
requested by Superior Steel and the Savannah River Operations Office, was
to conduct an air hygiene sutevey during hot strip rolling of normal
uranium slabs; to compare the 'results of this survey to previous HASL
studies; to recommend additional--controls. and procedures: based on the
survey results; and to surface monitor the rolling mill during and after
cleanup. The report indicates that prior visits had been conducted on
May 13 and August 3, 1953, and on May 9, 1955. The Conclusions and
Recommendations section of the report included the following statements.

"Excessive amounts of airborne contamination were found in
all operational areas. The beneficial effects derived by
the installation of local exhaust ventilation at the
roughing- roll have been. more than offset- by the
introduction of a new dust source...."

"It is our opinion .that in 'order to- reduce: the high
airborne concentrations found during got strip rolling,
either some method of preventing oxidation must 'be used Nor
recommendations 12..- 15 set forth in-previous HASL reports
(Nos.. 1 and. 2) shoul d'be complied with."

However,:.the report also -indicates that after equipment--used during the
rolling ..operation -was -hosed .'down with water, only 'negligible ''surface
contamination was found.; This report was distributed 'to the Savannah
River Operations:Office with copies for Superior Steel.'

There are. noo indications ;o.df 'AEC' responsibility or involvement::inmonitoring:the .persona~l--heal-th 'of workers.:-at the.Supe rior Steel facility
-where uranium metal: was .processed.' '
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RESIDUAL RADIOACTIVE COMTAMINATION

Radiological status of the Superior Steel facility at the time AEC
contract No. AT(30-1)-1412 was terminated is unknown. No documents have
been found to date that would indicate that final cleanup and a
radiological survey of the. facility was a part of the close-out
procedures that were followed prior to termination of this contract.
Information contained in the report of the HASL visit conducted in'
September. 1955- indicates a significant.potential for residual radioactive
contamination at- the- facility due. to the high concentration of dust
during hot rolling operations and the "wash-down" procedures used to
clean the equipment at the-completion of a production run.

A preliminary survey of the facility was conducted by DOE on July 31,
1980. At the- time of the survey, portions of the old roughing mill
remained in the area. Subfloor: pits, approximately 8 feet deep over
which the former mill, brushing station, finishing stands and shear were
originally located were being filled with rubble. Intent- at that time
was to eventually cap these pits with concrete at floor level. Several
areas of significant radioactive contamination were found in the mill and
rolling areas and a small- storage shed attached to the western side of
the building. Contamination in the former mill area was in and around
the subfloor pits. Gamma radiation exposure rates of up to 8 times
background were measured in the pits. Fill rubble prevented access to
the bottom of the pits where higher radiation' levels were expected.
Gamma radiation in the area where finishing stands were located was
measured at or near background. levels. The subfloor pits in this area
had been filled and covered with concrete.. Gamma radiation levels to
approximately 500,R/hour were measured in the pits in the former rolling
area. A sample *taken at the 'bottom of one of the:,pits, contained a
uranium concentration:of 5800 pCi/gram (1.4% by weight). Gamma radiation
exposure rates up to 400"R/hour were measured in the 'storage shed. A
soil sample taken from under the wooden floor of the. shed- contained
approximately 1100 pCi/gram of uranium (U-238). A more comprehensive
radiological survey 'w.ill -be required to more accurately define the extent
of residual radioactive contamination and determine th~e. need for remedial
action at this facility.

In" view-- of. the, fact -that the 'site of the :former Superior 'Steel
facilities -have .been developed into and 'industrial -park and -the limited
.information .that: is'available on -the AEC contract with this firm, It is
unlikely .that the -cu-rrent owners/tenants of the industrial park were
aware of the' potential for radioactive contamination prior 'to 1980 'when
the DOE' radi ological: s urvey acti v-ities were initiated -at this site.-

:AUTHORITY ANALYSI S

The' determination- of : authority for remedial action at a -candidate
FUSRAPO site -is -based 'uponha- evaluation of' the specific terms of 'the
-contract or contracts-betweenMED/AEC and their contractors; -confirmation
,that the;-residual --radioactive.: contamination at the'site: did occur during.
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the performance of work sponsored by the MED/AEC; and the working
relationship between MED/AEC or its agents and their contractors. The
latter considerations specifically address ownership of facilities and
equipment, the degree of control over contractor operations, and MED/AEC
involvement in matters pertaining to health and safety at the contractor
facilities.

The results of this review. of available documentation and evaluation
of factors cited above to determine DOE's authority for remedial action
at the-Superior-Steel Corporation facility are addressed in responses to
the questions that follow:

a. Was the site/operation owned by a DOE predecessor or did a DOE
predecessor have significant control over the operations on the
site?

Response: The site/operations, including facilities and
equipment, were owned and operated by the.contractor, Superior
Steel. Government furnished equipment provided: to Superior
Steel is believed to have been. limited to ventilation equipment
and facilities to reduce the potential for health hazards
associated with the processing of uranium metal. Contract files
have been destroyed. However, documents assembled to date
indicate that control over Superior Steel operations by DOE
predecessors was limited. Factors supporting this assessment of
limited control are as follows:

(1) Superior Steel was recognized as one. of the few
organizations in the United States with the technical
background and experience and commercial success in rolling
and cladding metal strip and plate.

.(2) The contract was a--unit price contract 'with certain cost
features with respect to purchase of equipment.

(3) Security and health and safety inspections, of: the Superior
.Steel facility were: conducted by the AEC. The results of
health and: safety inspections were presented. to appropriate
-elements .of the AEC and to Superior Steel in the form of
opinions and recommendations.

(4) By.' ''November 1952 an accountable -station (SSP) was
established at the Superior -Steel' facility. The
significance of this factor -is that, once- established as an
-:accountable. station, the requirement for'.AEC' representation
to monitor':the receipt, processing,- storage-and .shipment of
uranium metal -at: the facility on a4 :continual :basis -was
diminished.
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(5) Several AEC letters and memoranda dated during the period
July 1953 through February 1954 indicate that visits to the
facility were controlled by the New York Operations Office
and, to some degree, by Superior Steel management.

b. Was a DOE predecessor agency responsible for maintaining or
ensuring the enviornmental integrity of the site (i.e.,' were
they responsible for cleanup)?

Response: No document has been found that specifically
stipulates DOE predecessor agency responsibility for clean up of
the site. Under terms of AEC contracts' during the period,
contractors were held responsible for health and safety and
compliance with AEC policies and procedures directly. related to
maintaining the environmental integrity of the site.

Health and Safety visits were made at the Superior. Steel
facility and the results of inspections were transmitted to
appropriate elements of the AEC and Superior Steel in the form
of opinions and'recommendations. Also during this period, AEC
typically assumed financial responsibility for clean up of a
contractor facility as a part of the contract termination
process. Since copies of the contract with Superior Steel have
been destroyed, precedence established by terms of contracts for
similar.work during the period appears to be the only means of
assessing the level of AEC involvement in this area.

c. Is the waste, residue, or radioactive material on the site the
result of DOE predecessor related operations?

Response: Yes.

d. Is the site in need of further clean up and:was the site left in
non-acceptable condition as a result of DOE predecessor related
activity?

Response: No documents, have been found that would indicate the
radio-logical status of the site. at the time the AEC contract was
terminated.. However, an AEC report -of a visit to- the- site: in

* September 1955 indicates a significant .potential for residual
radioactive contamination due hto high concentrations- 'of '.'dust
during hot rolling operations and the:- "wash-down" procedures
used to clean :equipment at the completion of a producton run.
Contamination -apparently due to the latter -was confirmed during
a .preliminary survey.. of:-'the facility -conducted in: July 1:980.
Several areas -of significant radioactive contamination were
found, particularly in the sub-floor Pits: over which the ::former
mill equipment -was located.. Based. upon the- results :of -the
preliminary -.s-urvieyl-it -is apparent that remedial- action is
warranted. '
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e. Did the present owner accept responsibility for the site with

knowledge of its contaminated condition and that remedial
measures would be needed to make the site acceptable for

unrestricted use by the general public?

Response: Unknown. However, if radiological surveys were not

conducted at the time the contract was terminated, it is

unlikely that Superior Steel or the current owners were aware of

the radioactive contamination on the site,.particularly the-high

concentrations of uranium found in the sub-floor pits or under

the floor of the storage shed.

AUTHORITY ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Copies of Contract No. AT(30-1)-1412 and related documents have

apparently been destroyed. Therefore, the specific terms of the contract

and close-out procedures followed at contract termination are unknown.

Sufficient documentation is available to support a general assessment

of the relationship between Superior Steel and the AEC with respect to

operations conducted under the contract. These conditions are summarized

as follows:

a. The site/operation, including facilities and equipment, was

owned and operated by the Superior Steel Corporation.

b. Circumstances described in reports and general correspondence

suggest that controls exercised by AEC representatives - over

operations at the Superior Steel facility were limited. The

following are the principal factors that support this assessment:

-(1) The type of contract (unit price');

(2) Superior Steel was experienced and proficient in the work
performed under the contract;

(3) An accountable station for SF material, SSF, was

established at the Superior Steel facility.

-c. Almost-without exception, AEC contracts contained provisi ons for

safety-:and accident prevention (see: attached contract, Article

XI) that. required the contractor to take' all 'reasonable steps-

and precautions to. protect-.health and -minimizze -dan'ger from -all

'hazards: to life and property, and to conform to 'all health and

safety-regulations and requirements of'the- Commiss-ion. The AEC

did .v~isit/inspect' and make recommendations- with regard to

.radioactive'cont~aminatiof in the workplace.
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d. The radioactive contamination that remains on the site was the
result of DOE predecessor related operations.

e. Although unlikely, considering the period of performance, type
of contract, known circumstances and terms of the contract with
Metals & Controls Corporation, the presence of indemnification
provisions in the Superior Steel contract cannot be determined
with certainty unless a copy of the contract can be found.
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L CONTRACT NO. ATC- l-1423

THIS CONTRACT, entered into this 24th day of December, 1952,
and between THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (hereina fer referred to

- tbe uGovernment"), as represented by the UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENEiMY
OMj SION (hereinafter referred to as the "Commissione), and METALS &njhVISA OGPORATION (hereinaf ter referred to as the 'Contractors)-,- a

e corporation organized and. exis ting under- the laws of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, with its principal office, at Attleboro, Massachusetts;

WITNE3SETH TRAT:

WH~EA S, the Government desires the Contractor to perform
certain research and development.work and the Contractor is willing
to do so; and.

W REASj this contract is authorized by law, including the
Atomic 8hergy Act of 1946;

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto mutually agree as follows:

ARICLE I - PERIOD OF PXHFOANCE

The period of performance of work 'nder this contract shall
commence on July 1, 1952, and shall end on-December 31, 1953.

ARTICLE II - SCOPE OF WORK

1. The Contractor shall perform, in good faith, the research
work calculated to develop:

a. An economical and suitable procedure for fabricating
composites of uranium and its alloys with zirconium,
aluminum or their alloys.

b, A .suitable practice for the rolling of flat uranium
plate;- OC.OOf to-0.250" thick by -h to -6- :wide, by
-.lOlong ormultiples of this .length, and ifrequired
by the Commission,- jacketed with steel or other suit-
able sheathing.

c. 4An economical and suitable procedure for the production
of a fuel-element.assembly..conforming to the dimensionsand description set forth in -a secre.V etter -from.the
C.:. ommissionto theContractor dated November 5, 1952.
.Sahid escret, letter is hereby-made a part of this: contract
-with the same- f.rorce and effect as-if more fully -setforth

-herein. :Produceand. submit samples of such fuel element
assembly for. examination and test.
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d. The Commission shall furnish, without expense to the
Contractor, the uranium, zirconium billet and, if re-
quested by the Contractor, the zirconium strip: and
other materials necessary for the proper performance
of the contract work.

2. In addition to the foregoing;

a. The Commission shall have the right to inspect. in such
manner and at such times as it deems: appropriate all
activities of the- Contractor ar-ising-in the course of.
the work under this contract; provided,, however, that
until such time as the Contractor, in accordance with
subparagraph b. below,, submits itslinterim technical
report on the compflAtion of the scientific phases of
the work called for, in paragraph l a. above, or its
final report under this contract} whichever report is
submitted. first, such right of inspection.:shall not
be deemed to grant to the Commission access to the
Contractor's novel secret processes identified by the
Contractor as its "N5h Method" and its: "PT ethod"
for purposes other than to fulfill the Comnission's
security and health and safety obligations under
Article [II, DISCLOSURE OF' INFM4ATION, and Article
1,- SAFT AND I ACCIDENT PREVENTION. It. is understood
and agreed that if-the Commission is- granted a license
under the Contractor's novel secret processes referred
to above- in accordance with Article VII, PATENTS, then
at the time that the Contractor submits the interim:
technical or final report referred to above, the Com-
mission: shall-have the right to ezamine the Contractor's
facilities for the express purpose of obtaining
scientific data and know-how with respect to the said
secret-processes.

b.. The Contractor 0shall prepare and submit to the Commission
the f-ollowing reports with respect to its work and acti-
-vities-under this contract::

(i)2. Monthly progress reports;
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(ii) Interim technical. reports on compl.etion of

scientific phases of the worK;

( ii.) Such special reports as may be requested by

the Commission from time to time; and

(i1V) A final report summarizing its activities,
findings and conclusions;

it: being understood and agreed, however, that the Contractor

shall.not be required to furnish to the Commission in any of

the foregoing reports any technical information, data or know-

how with respect to the said secret processes unless the Con-

tractor shall grant to the Commission a license to said secret

processes in accordance with Article Vt hereof, in which event

such, information, data, and know-how will be included in the

interim technical report: on the completion of the work cal ed

for in paragraph 1 a. above or in the final report whichever

is submitted first.

3. In performing the work called for under this c.ontract, the

Contractor shall utilize its best efforts, know-how and ability and shal!

proceed as and to the extent the Commission may from time: to time r.aSOn-

ably request. The Contractor shall place emphasis (or relative emphP is)

on various phases; of said work as and to the extent reasonably requested

by the Commisi-^n from time to time,. and shall keen. the Commission fully

ad-vised Or its progress hereunder and of. the difficulties, if any,: wh a..

it experiences. The work shall-be subject to (i3:the general supervision

-of the Commission, and (ii) the Commission authorizations and anvrovals

hereinafter provided for in this contract. .

ARTICLE III - CONSIDERATION

1 -. Comter.3.a;~on forxContractr+''s Service-s..- _I ull and coand ~ ev

Co.^en sati-on. for n5Its i.-FertaY ngs and perfor man-e under this con-ra~t the

Contractor shall receive fro;M the Gov-ernment:

* a. A- fixed fee of Five Thousand Dol'lars (9$.OOO.O).

: b. Rei-,buraement for certain costs anxi. epenses ana

pro°vded -nparagraph. 2 hereof.



2. Reimbursement for Contractor's Expenditures. The Conrtractor
shall be reimbursed in the manner hereinafter described for such of its
costs incurred in the performance of the work under this contract as maybe approved or ratified by the Commission, including, but not limited to,
'the following items:

a. The cost of materials., tools, equipment and supplies
purchased or withdrawn.from the Contractor's stores
for use in the performance of the Contractor's work.
The cost of items withdrawn from stores for purposes
of reimbursement hereunder, shall be at the price at
which such items are normally liquidated.from the
Contractor's stores accounts..

b. Charges for freight transportation (including recon-
signment, switching, demurrage and diversion charges)
and crating, loading and unloading and storage
chargzes for materials, tools, equipment and supplies
procured in accordance with subparagraphsa. above.

c. Cost.of plant rearrangements, alterations and
restorations made necessary by the work hereunder,
but no such cost shall be incurred without the prior
written anproval of the Commission.

d. Payments in accordance with subcontracts entered into
pursuant to- this contract.

e. (i) In lieu-of direct reimbursement for the cost of
all labor, social security :and other employment taxes,
all costs and expenses incurred in connection with the
Contractor's employee welfare plans; jall travel and

insurance expenses, and all overhead or :indirect charges
-(including elenments of cost not otherwise reiimursaIbl
hereunder) the Cohtractor.,subject to.. secior. (ii) hereof
shall: -receive:

(1) For each.hour (regardless of the time of day
: or theday of the--week in wnhich:the hour falls)
thatthe; contract :services are performed
by the- following classes of employees or
;in the. -foll-owinng depa±tments of- the Con-
tractor's plant, the follow g provision al
hourly. rates:
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Classification of Employee; Department Provisional Hourly.Rate

Project Class Engineeri $7.40
Intermediate -Grade Engineer $6.45
Engineering.Assist4ants and Technicians $55.65
Sendzimer Rolling Department $19.10
Breakdown, Intermediate & Mis cellaneous

Rolling Department $7.9h
Slitting Department $7.9L
Annealing Department $5.82
Tool Room Department $3*2L

(2) An amount equal to the provisional rate
of 24.06% of the total costs reimbursable
under subsection (1) above.

(ii) The provisional rates set forth in subsections (1)
and (2) of section (i) above, may be increased or decreased
as hereinafter provided. Within fifteen (15) days after
June 30, 1953 -(or such longer period of, time as the Com-
mission may allow), or within fifteen (15) days after the
completion or termination in whole of this contract, which-
ever date occurs first in' point of time, the Contractor
shall furnish to the Commission the following cost data:

(1) Statements of experienced costs to. the
extent that they are arailable at this
time;

(2) A new estimate and breakdown of the pro-
posed :-rfixed rates;

(3) An-explanation of the differences, if any,
between the provisional and-fixed rates,;

-() Such relevant shop and engineering data,
cost records, overhead absorption reports

-- andaccounting statemeIts;_as may be of
assistance'in determining the accuracy
and reliability of the new estimate and
the proposed fixed rates;

('5) Such other -statements, in such form and
-:detail -as -the Commission may prescribe,
-it:being'understood and agreed-that the
'Contractor will permit such audits and

' -examinations of its financial books,
records and accounts as the Commission
* -may request.



Withn. fifteen (15) days after the receipt cf. such cost
data (or such longer period of time as may be mutually
agreed upon)> the parties shall negotiate in good faith

to agree upon fixed rates for all work theretofore per-
formed and thereafter to be performed unaer:the contract.
The agreement reached shall be evidenced by a. contract
amendment. In the event the Commission and the Contractor
fail1 to agree upon such fixed rates in accordance with.
this Article, such failure to agree shall be. deemed to..be
a disagreement which.shall be disposed of pursuant to
Article XXVII, DISPUTES. It is understood and agreed,
however, that until the fixed rates become effective: in
accordance with this paragraph 2 e., or pending.dispo-
sition of any disagreement with respect to such rates,
the Contractor shall continue the work called.for here-
under,.and shall be paid the provisional rates set forth
in subsections (1) and (2) of section (i) above, subject
to later revision. Any excess in payments to the Con-
tractor for work performed to the date-the fixed rates,
become effective, because such rates are lower than-the-
provisional rates that were in effect shall :be- applied by
the Contractor in reduction of the cost of the work under
this contract, or if the Commission so directs. be re-
funded promptly to the Government.. Any deficits in payments
to. the Contractor for work performed during-such period.
because the fixed rates are higher than the provisional
rates that were in effect shall be paid promptly by the
Government to the Contractor.

ARTICLE IV - LIMIT OF GOVERNMENT LIABILITYr'

1. Estimated Cost. The estimated cost of .the work under this

contract, including the: fixed fee set forth :in paragraph- l a.- of. Article:
III and the provisional rates- provided for in paragraph -2e. -of Article-
III, is Ninet.y-Three-Thousand Dollars ($93,000'.:00).: It; is understood-that
neither the Goverziment nor the Contractor guarantees the correctness of
this estimate or any revision thereof) and that.there-shall-be no adjust-
ment in the amount o- the Contractor's fixed- fee by reason of any errors
in the computation of. estima r rtedcosts, -orany
difference between any es~timated cost or revisions 'thereof- and-the actual
cost of -the work.
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2. CommissionObligations. The Commission has initially obli-
gated for this contract, from obligational authority available to it, the
sum of Thirty-Seven Thousand Five !undred Dollars ($37, 500.00). Said.
amount-may be increased by the Commission, in its discretion, from time
to time.. The Contractor.shall promptly notify the Commlssion in writing
whenever it believes that the then Commission obligation for this contract
is insufficient, and its notice shal contain its estimate of the amount
of such insufficiency. When and if the total of, amounts paid and payable
to the Contractor under this contract (including the fixed fee and the
actual or estimated amounts unpaid by the.Contractor on all subcontracts
and all other commitments on the assumption that they will be completed),
shall equal the then Commission obligation for this contract, the Con-
tractor shall not be expected to incur further expenses nor to perform
further hereunder unless the Commission agrees in writing to.:increase
said obligation for this- contract in, an amount. sufficient to cover addi-
tional work hereunder. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this
contract, the liability of the-Government under this contract shall be
limited. to the Commission obligation specified in this paragraph, as same
may be increased by the Commission from time to time by notice to the-
Contractor in writing.

ARTICLE V - PAYMENTS

1. Payment of-the Fixed Fee. Payment of ninety percent (90%)
of the fixed fee set forth in-paragraph 1 a. of Article III shall be
made.by the Government monthly in amounts based on. the.percentage of the
completion of the work hereunder, as determined from estimates submitted
to and approved by the Commission.

2. Reimbursement- of.-Cost. Reimbursement under this contract
will be made by the -Government upon receipt- by the Commission of.properly
certified invoices or' vouchers or. such other evidence as .the Commission
--may require. Generally,.reimbursement will be made monthly, but may-be
made at more frequent intervals if conditions so warrant. :

3. Final Payment. Upon (i) the expiration of the period .of
-performance of'the work under- this contract and .its. final -- acceptance- by
the Government, and ( ii):the furnishing by the Contractor of a release
in such form and with-such exception that may-be approveid bathe omhi
-sion of all claims aga-inst the Government under -or arising-- out of.this
contract, accompanied by: any. acouting of -Government-owned' property
required: by Article- XXI, -GOVENRT4 PROPERTY, the Government s hall. promptly
pay-to thetContractor-- the unpaid bal-anc o- the fixed -fe withheldpursuant
-to paragraph '1 above,, less dedctinns -de.under -:the .:terms ''of; thi.contract
and -any sum required to settle any unsettled -caim whi::ch the Governme-nt may
have against the Contractor. ,
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of the work set forth in Article I, SCOPE OF WORK, or at She time

of the expiration of this contract-, shall become the property ol Lne

Government at such time.and shall thereafter be-delivered to the

Government or otherwise disposed of. bythe Contractor as the Commission

shall determine and' provided further that neither this Article nor

any. other provision of this contract shall. be- deemed: to require the

Contractor at its unallowable cost to sttore or preserve- records which

bear a security classification.

ARTICLE IX - TERINATION OR-COMPLETION OF WORK

1. 'For any reason other than the-Contractor's breach or

breaches, if any, with respect to this, contract., the Government may,

at its election and under this.: Articleoby written notice from the

Cormmi~ssion to the Contractor (i) from time to time-terminate in part

performance of work under this contract, or (ii) at any time terminate

in whole, performance of work under this contract.

2. This- Article shall~not be deemed to apply or to affect

the rights or: remedies, if any, of either party hereto in the event

of the other party's breach with.-respect to, this.- contract. Termination

under this Article shall be:deemed to be- for the. convenience of the

Government and shall. be without prejudice to any claims which either

party may have against the other party.

3..,- The Contractor shall take 'action in accordance with this
paragraph after a notice of termination-has been given pursuant to this

Article. The Contractor shal except as otherwise directed by the

Commis sion (i) 'discontinue the terminatedvwork--at the time specified in

the notice of termination; (ii) place no,further orders or subcontracts

for services, ,supplies,' materials, equipment,--.articles: or facilities
for performance of-terminated.work; ("ii) proceed to the best-of-its
ability' to.:termina-te ll orders and.sub Qontracts to the extentthat

they- relate; to the, terminated work;-(.iv)-Jass'ign -to. the Government in

the manner and to the extent directed by the':Comaission oall the. right,

'title andinterest-o.f :the Contractor under -the-terminated portion of

the orders and subccontracts 'so terminated;s(v) settle, with the .approval

or Gratification of the--Gommission, .all subcontracts, obligations, com-

mitments;, liabilities and claims -related' to the terminated work, the

cost of which would-be reimbursable- in accordance with the provisions
of 'this contract; (vi) ontinue performance 6of 'such part of the contract

work, if any, as shall not have been terminated; and (vii) take such

other:action with.respect.to the terminated 'work as may be required

-underother zArticles of this contract and subject to the approva or

ratif'ication- of tvhe- C';'ominision>-. as -may-be otherwise .appropriate, in-
cluding,-but' not limited :to,- -action for-the protection and preservation

of Government-owne-d '-property.: -
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. In the event of coMDletion of the.work under this contract
without prior. termination thereof in whole pursuant tc this Article, "the
Contractor shall promptly take such pertinent action with respect to the
contract:as may be required under other Articles .of this contract and,
subject to the approval or ratification of the Commission, as may be
otherwise appropriate-, including, but. not limited to, action for the
protection and preservation-of Government-ouned.property.

§. In the event of.any and every termination pursuant to this
Article, the Contractor's costs and expenses arising out of performance
in the close-out of the terminated work, reimbursable in accordance with
Article II hereof, shall be deemed to include,, in each instance, tnose
items incidental to. the :termination,, such ass but not limited to, legal,
accounting and clerical costs or expenses,, which are approved or ratified
by the Commission.

6. With respect to and upon termination irn whole pursuant to
this Article of work performance under this contract, the Contractor shall
receive from the Government such portions of the :fixed fee covering the
work so terminated as. the 'work. actually performed under the contract bears
to the total work called for thereunder, less payments previously made
on account of such fee.. If this. contract is terminated for the default
of the Contractor,= nofurther! payment of the fixed fee shall- be made.

7. In the event of any and every partial termination pursuant.
to this Article, the: Contractor and the Commission shall promptly nego-
tiate in good faith to agree upon an equitable adjustment of the pertinent
:fixed fee hereunder because of such termination. After each negotiation
the agreement reached,: if any, shall be incorporated in.a supplemental
agreement to this cor.ttact-; -proovided, however, that after the start of
negotiations'.and in the., absentce of the execution-and delivery of a supple-
mental agreement covering the matter forinegotiation, either the Commission
or the Cbonttactor may ive notice to.- the. other:that it:considers a reason-
able, time for agreement has .elapsed, 'in which event, upon expiration of
ten (10)')days .'after thne giving of said notice and in the continued absence
of :>the execution and.delivery -of -a supplemental agreement covering the
*mat'ter -for:.negotiatdion, a.dispute shall be-deemed to exist as to such
'matter and shall be'.'determined:in accordance with Article XXVII hereof.

8. Tlhe obligation of the6Government to.make. any of the payments
or'reimbursemennts provided for'under this Article or under any other
Articles--:-of this contract shall, In event of (i) each termination in whole
-pursuant to this Arti~cle, or '(ii) completion of.'the work under this con-

tract vithoutp..rior t-er ination thereof'in -. oleh ursuant 'to thiskrticle',
be subject to --any.unsettled 'claims in connection with this contract which
the Oobvernment may .. havpe-against: the'- Contractor.
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9. Any other orovisions of this contract to the contrary not-
withstanding, the Contractor and the Commission may agree upon the whole
or any part of the amount or amounts which the Contractor is to receive
upon and in connection with (i) each termination pursuant to this Article,
or (ii) comOletion of the work under this contract-,witlout prior termi-
nation thereof in whcle pursuant to this Article. Any agreement so
reachea snail oe f by a supplemental agreement to this .-contract
which shall be final and binding upon the parties with regard. to their
respective claims. against each other concerning this. contract except as
therein otherwise expressly provided.

10. Prior to final payment under.this contract and as a con-
dition. thereof, the Contractor shall furnish the Government with a release
of all claims- against the Government arising under and by virtue of this
contract, other than (i) such claim., if any, as may be specifically ex-
cepted by the Contractor from the operation of the -release in. stated
amounts to be set forth therein, or in estimated amounts where the amounts
are not reasonably susceptible of exact statement, and (ii) any claim
based upon the responsibility of the Contractor to third parties arising
out of the performance of this contract not known to the Contractor at
the time of furnishing the release. The Contractor shall promptly notify
the Commission of any claims of the type described in clause .(ii) of
this paragraph which are asserted subsequent to the execution of .the re-
lease.

ARTICLE X - SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

1. Except as otherwise directed by the Commission in writing,
the Contractor, in performing the work called for in this contract, agrees
to do the following:

a. Bonds and Insurance. Except as otherwise specicially
pr-ovied, the Contractor shall exert all reasonable
efforts to procure. and maintain such bonds and insurance
policies as are required :by law, or required by the
Commission. Except as otherwise directed by the Conmmis-
Sion, in every instance where the :remium cn a bond or
insuirance Do' cV. i- a reibur-slable. cosz * Caner rhe convOtract

.the- bond or insurance nolicy htat - IV>.. .-;drse:- ents or
other recitals ( ) exciuding, onrsat_ la.gage, any
-:cl aim .c rhe par+ On tae insure--e- rb-c- to b- sub-
rogatec or D2ament cf alss By - -e to aty claim
-. a:.rst..ae Uneiv 3aSj: .l(i) - : i'-', at
least: -irt.-,-(3) z-ay:s prior .tten -m- tb registered

mal- t the Trumand 3tates Attom.idc ine rgy C:, ni s 1on of

bond c.r noi c cancellation, a- -.- ase -ray be.. It
is--understood and agreed thaT- -in the evern the:;Contractor



fails to procure and maintain insurance of the
types and in the amounts required by this contract,
or should any such insurance be cancelled or altered
in any way whatsoever, the Commission shall have the
right to require the Contracto r to suspend operations
under this contract. At any time thereafter, within
the term of the contract, the Commission shall have
the right to require the Contra.tor to assume any
such operations so suspended.

b. Permits. Procure all necessary permits and licenses;
abide b all applicable laws, regulations and ordinances
having the effect of law or expressly provided for in
this contract, of the United States of.America, the
state, territory, or political subdivision in which
the work is done, and of any other duly constituted
public authority.

c. Claims and Litigation. (i) The Contractor shall give
the Corml-ssion immediate notice of any claim against
the Contractor or suit or action filed or commenced
against the Contractor arising out of or connected
with the performance of this contract, irrespective
of whether or not the cost or exoense of such claim,
suit or action, is to be borne wholly or in part by
-the Government hereunder and irrespective of whether
the Contractor is insured. against any riske which
may be involved. The Contractor shal* furnish
immediately to the Commission copies of all pertinent
papers received by the Contractor..

(ii) Insofar as the following shall not conflict 'with
any policy or contract of' insurance, and to the extent
requested by the Commission, the Contractor, wit .'re-
spect to any claim,: suit or action, the cost and expense
.of which would be reimbursable in accordance with
.Article II hereof, shall pronFtly do any and all things
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to effect an assignment and subrogation in favor of the
Government of all the Contractor s rights and claims,
except as- against the Government, arising from or growing
out of any such claim, suit or action., and shall promptly
authorize representatives of -the Government to settle,
defend, or otherwise handle any such claim, suit or-action
and to represent the Contractor in, and .take charge of,
any litigation resulting therefrom, or shall diligently
handle any' such claim, suit or action or defend or initiate
any litigation in connection with any such claim, suit or
action and. in so doing, shall consult.with the Commission
as to the steps to be taken and shall otherwise endeavor
in good faith to subserve the interests of the Government.

(iii) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (ii) above,
the Contractor shall diligently handle any claim whatsoever
arising out of the performance of this- contract and shall
promptly defend or initiate any litigation in connection
with any such claim, consulting with -the Commission as to
the steps to be taken.

(iv) With respect to any claim, matter or litigation'
arising out of the performance of this contract, the
handling of which is undertaken by an insurance carrier
or by a representative or representatives of the Govern-
ment, the Contractor shall furnish all reasonable
assistance and cooperation that may be requested by the
Commission.

(V) "Litigation", for the purposes or this s-abparagrapn
d., -is defined to include proceedings before administrative
agencies.

AHTICLE X:- SAF .Y .AN A-CIEhTT :PRZVM7 ON

The Corazvor shall _r.^it~e arm v-ae all reasonatle steps and
precautions to protect health and'.ir.ir:rie dCirLer from al_ ha-aards to life
and proper-ty and suj<3ect te .'arnh 2 f A.rtfc~e <I hereof pertainirng to
inspections, and renorts . sn&I make all rs offs an-permit all inspections
as required by the C ='iscJoa. and <shall c r , to al heal-h. and safet';
regulations and requ..re'nnts of the Cc--ssior.

- . _ I



9. In the event the Contractor is indemnified, reimoursed or
compensated for any loss or destruction of or damage to Government property,
other than as provided in Article II hereof, it. shall equitably reimburse
the Government. The Contractor shall do nothing to prejudice the Govern-
ment's right-to-recover against third parties for any such loss, destruc-
tion or damage and, upon the request of the Commission, shall furnish to
the Government all reasonable assistance and cooperation (izcluding
prosecution of suit and the execution of instruments of assignment in
favor of the Government) in obtaining recovery.

ARTICLE XXII - SOURCE AND FISSIONABLE MATERIALS

The Contractor agrees to conform to al. regulations and requ-ire-
ments: of the Commission with respect to accounting for source and fission-
able materials (defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 19L6).

ARTICLE XXIII - LETTER CONTRACT

This contract merges and supersedes the letter contract, as
amended, between the Contractor and the Comnission, No. AT(30-1)-1L13,
dated June 27, 1952.. Insofar as any provisions of this contract differ

from any provisions of said Letter Contract, and the modificatwons to
same, the provisions herein contained shall govern.

ARTICLE XXIV - RENEGOTIATION

1. This contract shall be deemed to contain all the provisions

required by Section lOL of the Renegotiation Act of 1951 (Public Law 9,
R2nd Congress).

2. The Contractor agrees to insert the provisions of this

Article, including this paragraph 2, in all subcontracts specified in

Section 103(g): of the Renegotiation Act of 1951; provided, that the

Contractor 'shall not -be required to insert the provisions of this

Article in any subcontract excepted by or pursuant to Section 106 oZ
the:Renegotiation Act of 1951.

A'R ICLE:XXV - C0MPLIANCE WITH LAS

'Except as otherwise directed by the -Co, missi onand subject
to 'the provisions -of Article XXX, 'STATE AND LOCAL TAXStvthe Contract.or
shall procure- all necessary perm its- and licenses; obey and abide by all
applicable laws:, regulations, ordinances, and other rules of the Urnited
States of America, of the. State*, territory -or political subdivision
thereof, wherever the work'-is done, or of any other: duly constituted
public :authotity.
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PRELIMINARY SITE SURVEY REPORT FOR THE
FORMER SUPERIOR STEEL MILL AT CARNEGIE, PENNSYLVANIA*

Introduction

A portion of the former Superior Steel Company facility, located in
Carnegie, Pennsylvania, was utilized under contract with the Atomic
Energy Commission from 1952 to 1957 for the handling and milling of
uranium metal. This processing consisted of a combination of salt
bathing, rolling, brushing, shaping, cutting, stamping and coiling,
depending on the desired final product. A schematic of the operations
conducted in 1955 is presented in Fig. 1. Due to this treatment and
handling, large quantities of radioactive dust (principally uranium)
were generated during operation. Ventilation of this airborne material
was provided to varying degrees during the operational life of the
plant, although the system was probably not adequate to prevent contami-
nation of the working environment. No details of the post-operative
facility decontamination are available.

At the request of the Department of Energy, a preliminary radio-
logical survey at the former Superior Steel plant was conducted on
July 31, 1980, by members of the Health and Safety Research Division at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The site visit was intended to
provide information on the present condition and use of the former mill
area and to determine the need for a detailed survey.

Site Description

The building that originally housed the uranium-handling facilities
is owned by Lange Machinery of Coraopolis, Pennsylvania. The site
manager is Bob Cahlan. The large steel structure (see Fig. 2) is
divided into three basic areas, the former mill area (area A), the
former motor room (area B), and the former rolling area (area C) as
shown in Fig. 3.

Area A (Figs. 4 and 5, approximately 24,000 sq. ft.) originally
contained the salt bath, roughing mill, brushing station, finishing
stands and shear, and was the location where the majority of the uranium
metal handling and shaping is believed to have occurred. Only portions
of the roughing (breakdown) mill were intact during this survey, all
other machinery had been removed and sold or scrapped in previous years.
The roughing mill has since been removed. Subfloor pits (approximately
8 ft. deep) over which the former mill, brushing station, finishing
stands and shear were originally located are presently being filled in
with rubble, with final plans for concreting the surfaces over at floor
level.

*The survey was performed by members of the Off-Site Pollutant
Measurements Group of the Health and Safety Research Division at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, under DOE contract W-7405-eng-26.



The former mill area is presently being utilized in the rebuilding
of coke oven doors. During the rebuilding process, significant quanti-
ties of fine coke is removed, part of which becomes airborne and settles
out on surrounding surfaces. Years of this operation have resulted in
coating the north end of the building with a layer of this material (up
to 2 inches thick on the floor).

Area B (Fig. 6) housed the former motor room and control panels for
the mill. This area (approximately 8250 sq. -ft.) contained the large
motors that provided power to the mill equipment in the adjacent room
(area A). This area was considered the "clean" side of the mill, where
the atmosphere was controlled to provide proper conditions for motor and
instrument operation. The area is now being used for storage purposes.

Area C (Figs. 7 and 8, approximately 12,000 sq. ft.) was originally
the location of the tail end of the mill process where the metal was
rolled for shipping, or prior to further handling. Two pits at the
south end of the building (Fig. 9) indicate the prior locations of the
bliss downcoiler and upender. Both pits are currently being filled in
with rubble, with plans to concrete to floor level upon completion. The
area is sealed off from the former mill area (area A) by a sheet-metal
wall, and is used primarily for storage purposes. A small storage shed
is attached to the west side of the building at the south end (Fig. 10).

Several parts of the original roughing mill and shear were located
in a storage warehouse at the industrial park, also owned by Lange
Machinery. This machinery was being stored prior to shipment to buyers.
A list of the known buyers of the original mill equipment is provided in
Table 1.

Survey Procedures

The preliminary radiological survey of the former uranium mill
facility consisted of: 1) an external gamma-ray scan of floor and lower
wall surfaces in all buildings, 2) fixed alpha measurements on floor and
wall surfaces at random locations in all areas, 3) beta-ganmna dose rate
measurements at selected locations, 4) external gamma radiation and
fixed alpha measurements on original machinery surfaces, and 5) sampling
and analysis of-mill residues.' The present conditions at the facility-
(coke dust, debris in pits, stored materials covering floor) reduced the
extent of the survey in certain locations. Future, more detailed sur-
veys, could only be performed after a significant amount of building
cleanup had been completed.

The instrumentation utilized in the performance of this survey
included a gamma scintillation survey meter, a beta-gamma sensitive GM
tube (with open/closed window option), and an alpha scintillation survey
meter.

2



Survey Results

Area A (Former Mill Area)

The gamma-ray scan of this area indicated evidence of low-level
contamination in the former roughing mill area, in and around the open
pits (see Fig. 11). Gamma-ray exposure rates 2 to 8 times the back-
ground level for the building were measured in this area (up to 50 VR/h
in open pit). Gamma radiation levels tended to increase toward the
bottom of the pits, although, in this area, the bottom could not be
reached due to the presence of fill rubble. Gamma radiation levels in
the former finishing stands area where the pits had been concreted over
were at background values. Beta-gamma measurements in the pit area
ranged from 0.01 to 0.04 mrad/h. Fixed alpha levels on walls, floors,
and machinery in area A showed no evidence of significant radioactive
contamination, with a maximum recorded reading of approximately
50 dpm/l00 cm2.

Area B (Former Motor Room)

The gamma-ray scan of this area showed no evidence of radioactive
contamination. All measurements were at the background level, except
for stacks of bagged cement material which read up to 30 pR/h at the
surface.' This slightly elevated activity is attributed to natural
radioactivity present in the cement. Random fixed alpha measurements on
walls and floor showed no signs of-alpha contamination (<10 dpm/100 cm2).

Area C (Former Rolling Area)

Two areas of significant radioactive contamination were located by
the gamma-ray scan of this area (see Fig. 11). The open pits exhibited
gamma-ray exposure levels 2 to 50 times the building background, with a
maximum reading of approximately 500 uR/h observed at the bottom of the
bliss downcoiler pit. The beta-gamma dose rate at this point was
determined to be 0.8 mrad/h, with a beta component of 0.3 mrad/h. The
direct alpha measurements on this dirt surface yielded 640 dpm/100 cm2.
A sample of the residues present at the bottom of the pit at this loca-
tion was taken and returned to ORNL for analysis. The sample was a
combination of steel shavings, soil, and various other unidentified
materials. The uranium content of the sample was determined to be
5800 pCi/g 238U (1.4% by wt.). No other radionuclides were present in
sufficient quantities to be detected. Alpha measurements taken in the
area surrounding the Pit also showed evidence of low-level contamination
(up to 100 dpm/100 cm2 ). In the upender pit, gamma radiation levels of
up to 75 vR/h were recorded, although access to the bottom of the pit
was restricted by rubble.

The other area where contamination was found was in the small
storage shed attached to the western side of the building. This shed
(as shown in Fig. 10) has a wooden floor with fill dirt under the floor.
The gamma-ray scan of the shed indicated floor surface exposure rates
varying from 75 to 400 PR/h, with a measurement at 1 m in the center of
the room of approximately 90 vR/h. At the point of maximum gamma, the
beta-gamma dose rate was determined to be 0.25 mrad/h (open-to-closed
window ratio of 1:1). Direct alpha contamination at this point was

3
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50 dpm/100 cm2. Outside the structure, gamma radiation levels dropped
off rapidly away from the shed walls, with a maximum exposure rate of
about 200 UR/h nearest the corner with maximum indoor readings. Based
on this information, it was suspected that the fill under the floor was
the source of radioactive contamination and a sample of the material was
collected from the only accessible location (not the point of gamma
maximum) for laboratory analysis. The results of this analysis indicate
that the material under the floor of the shed was similar in makeup to
that found in the downcoiler pit. The 238U concentration in the sample
was determined to be approximately 1100 pCi/g. No other radionuclides
were detected.

Equipment in Storage

Several portions of the former roughing mill and shear that were
currently in storage were gamma-ray scanned and spot checked for fixed
alpha. None of the equipment showed evidence of alpha contamination,
although the gamma readings were 2 to 3 times the background level (up
to 30 uR/h).

Conclusions

Based on the results of-the preliminary radiological survey of the
former uranium-handling facilities of Superior Steel'Corporation, it was
determined that residual uranium contamination from former mill opera-
tions exists in.,several areas of the remaining structures. Evidence of
this contamination was found in the former, mill room, the rolling area,.
and in a storage shed adjacent to the rolling area. The extent of the
contamination in these areas, in particular in the floor pits below
previous machinery locations, could not be adequately determined due to
conditions of the buildings at the time of the survey.

Under present operating conditions, average radiation exposures to
individuals working in the buildings are below the current federal
guidelines for continuous exposure. In only two areas, the bliss down-
coiler pits and storage shed (both in Area C), is the potential for
exposure significant. Contact with the mill residues present in these
locations should be minimized. In addition, time spent in the storage
shed should be reduced to a-minimum until a more detailed assessment of
the radiological conditions in this area can be undertaken.

Prior to additional, moretcomprehensive radiological surveying,
significant building cleanup would need to be performed. Included in
-this action could 'be the removal of rubble from the open pit areas.
* This operation would need to be supervised to control-the potential
-spread of radioactive materials suspected to be interspersed within the
*rubbl'e. .:The rubble would need to be checked upon removal for possible
-surface'contamination, and handled accordingly.

4
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Layout of hot strip uranium mill operation at Superior Steel Corporation, 1955.
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Fig. 2.
the Superior

Exterior view of the former uranium-handling facility at
Steel Corporation Plant in Carnegie, Pennsylvania.
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Fig. 4. Interior 6f former mill area (Area A), looking north.
Note the remains of the roughing mill just left of center against the.
wall.
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Fig. 5. Interior of former mill area (Area A), looking south.
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Fig. 6. Interior of former motor room (Area B), looking south.
Wall at left adjoins Area A.
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Fig. 7.
north.

Inside view of former rolling area (Area C), looking
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Fig. 8. Inside view of former rolling area (Area C), looking
south.
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Fig. 9. Pit locations in Area C.
filling of pit.

Note the use of rubble in
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Fig. 10. Storage shed on west side of Area C.
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Fig. 11. Location of contaminated areas found during the 1980 preliminary survey.
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Table 1. Known Buyers of Original Mill Equipment

BuyerEquipment

Finishing Stands (5)

29" Roughing (Breakdown) Mill

Tippins Machinery Co., Inc.
435 Butler Street
P.O. Box 9547
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 1
(412) 781-7600

Casey Equipment
P.O. Box 215
Cheswick, Pennsylvania 150;
(412) 767-5316

5223

24
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April 29, 1981

R. W. Barber
Environmental and Safety

Engineering Division
U.S. Department of Energy
MS-E201
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Bob:

RASCA - Preliminary Site Survey Report for the
Former Superior Steel Mill at Carnegie, Pennsylvania

Enclosed are four copies of the final version of the subject re-
port, revised per comments received on April 16. As indicated in our
original transmittal letter,.August 25, 1980, a formal survey of this
facility should be carried out. Your attention is directed to the fact
that significant building cleanup will be required prior to the initia-
tion of any survey effort. This cleanup would consist of removing coke
dust from vertical and horizontal surfaces, removal or rearrangement of
stored materials to provide adequate survey access, and removal of
rubble located in subfloor pits to allow for investigation of the lower
walls and floors of those pits. Such cleanup activities will be expen-
sive, and would need to be supervised to minimize the potential for
personnel exposure. In addition, the coke dust and other debris would
need to be sampled and otherwise monitored to ensure that no radio-
activity was inadvertently directed to a clean landfill. Service con-
tracts for site cleanup will need to be negotiated prior to final
scheduling of this survey.

In addition, inspection surveys of original mill equipment that has
left the site (see Table 1 of preliminary survey report) should be
conducted to determine the current status of this equipment. Contact
should be made with the owners of this equipment to obtain consent forms
for a survey. These surveys, which could be arranged by us, could be
conducted during the same time period as the survey at Superior Steel.
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20030 Century Blvd., Germantown, Maryland 20767, Telephone: (301) 428-2700

7 84 8-02.80.aw.08
February 26, 1980

Dr. William E. Mott
Director
Environmental Control Technology

Division
U. S. Department of Energy
Germantown, Maryland 20767

Dear Dr. Mott:

SUPERIOR STEEL OWNER IDENTIFICATION

As per the request of Dr. Whitman, of your staff, Aerospacereviewed the Superior Steel records and contacted the Treasurer andTax Collector's office of Scott Township,.Pennsylvania, in orderto identify owners of this facility. The attached map indicatesthe location of the site. The old Superior Steel Corporationfacility was acquired by Copper Weld, Inc., in 1957, and subsequently.sold to a number of different companies. The 25 acre facility isused as an Industrial Park occupied by about 20 companies that are !listed in the attachment.

It appears that the area used for the AEC work (the hot ' /Irolling mill) was located at Lot and Block 102J210 and is currentlyused by the J.G. Industries, Inc. The property is owned by LangMachinery, Box 167, Carapoplis, Pennsylvania, 15108.

This information appears correct, however, it was not possibleto verify it all over the telephone and the tax collector's office couldnot send copies of the plot maps; *they recommended we make a trip to theirfacility if we need additional information.

I understand ORNL is awaiting permission from the owner inorder to conduct a site visit scheduled for February or March. Therefore,if you want Aerospace to follow-up on this owner investigation prior to

An Equal Opportunity Employer
GENERAL OFFICES LOCATED AT; 2350 EAST EL SEGUNDO BOULEVARO. EL SEGUNDO. CALIFORNIA
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SUPERIOR STEEL OWNER IDENTIFICATION
7848-02.80.aw.08
February 26, 1980

contact of the
possible.

owner by your staff, please contact me as soon as

Very truly yours,

THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION

-4
Andrew Wallo, III
Environmental Controls and

Analysis Directorate
Eastern Technical Division

AW/mb
Encl.

cc: L. Brazley
J. Counts
C. D. Jackson
D. D. Mayhew



SITE LOCATION



Dacar Chemical Products Co.
107 McCartney Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15220

Heat Exchange & Transfer, Inc.
500 Superior St.
Carnegie, PA 15106

Jet Net Corp.
Keystone Drive
Carnegie, PA 15106

Keystone Casing Supply, Inc.
Keystone Drive, Rear
Carnegie, PA 15106

Lang Machinery Co., Inc.
Box 167
Coraopolis, PA 15108

Pitt Manufacturing Co.
Gregg & Hammon Sts.
Carnegie, PA 15106

B & G Fabricating Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 511
Hammond & Gregg Sts.
Carnegie, PA 15106

C & G Fabricating Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 442
Hammond & Gregg Sts.
Carnegie, PA 15106

Munroe R. & Sons Mfg. Corp.
Superior St.
Carnegie, PA 15106

Nassau Corp.
Superior Street
Carnegie, PA 15106

A. J. Noce & Associates, Inc
P. 0. Box 176
Carnegie, PA 15106

Pittsburgh Design Service, I
P. 0. Box 469
Carnegie, PA 15106

Thepitt Manufacturing Co.
Gregg & Hammond Sts.
Carnegie, PA 15106

J. H. Young Co.
Superior Street
Carnegie, PA 15106

Vince & Pat Zottola
404 Keystone Drive
Carnegie, PA 15106

J. G. Industries, Inc.
Rented from: Lang Machinery
Caraopolis, PA 15108

c.

nc.

J4

Capitol Pipe
730-Superior
Carnegie, PA

& Steel
St.
15106

Products, Inc.

Carnegie Manufacturing Co.
P. 0. Box 176
Carnegie, PA 15106

Expert Flooring, Inc.
Superior Street

1. Carnegie, PA 15106

Industrial Steel
P. 0. Box 504
Carnegie, PA 15

Co.

106



THE AEROSPACE CORPORATIOTI

20030 Centary Blvd., Germantown, Maryland 20767, .Telephone: (301) 428-2700

7848-02.80.aw.08 PA, 0 3
February 26, 1980

Dr. William E. Mott
Director
Environmental Control Technology
Division

U. S. Department of Energy
Germantown, Maryland 20767

Dear Dr. Mott:

SUPERIOR STEEL OWNER IDENTIFICATION

As per the request of Dr. Whitman,of your staffAerospace
reviewed the Superior Steel records and contacted the Treasurer and
Tax Collector's office of Scott Township, Pennsylvania, in order
to identify owners of this facility. The attached map indicates
the location of the site. The old Superior Steel Corporation
facility was acquired by Copper Weld, Inc., in 1957, and subsequently
sold to a number of different companies. The 25 acre facility is
used as an Industrial Park occupied by about 20 companies that are
listed in the attachment.

It appears, that the area used for the AEC work (the hot
rolling mill) was located at Lot and Block 102J210 and is currently
used by the J.G. Industries, Inc. The property is owned by Lang /
Machinery, Box 167, CaraopoltsPennsylvania, 15108.

This information appears correct, however, it was not possible
to verify it all over the telephone and the tax collector's office could
not send copies of the plot maps; they recommended we make a trip to their
facility if we need additional information.

I understand ORNL is awaiting permission from the owner in
order to conduct a site visit scheduled for February or March. Therefore,
if you want Aerospace to follow-up on this owner investigation prior to

A_ fl 1YJe 1X S
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7848-02.80.aw.08
February 26, 1980SUPERIOR STEEL OWNER IDENTIFICATION

contact of the
possible.

owner by your staff, please contact me as soon as

Very truly yours,

THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION

0-+ j
Andrew Wallo, III
Environmental Controls and

Analysis Directorate
Eastern Technical Division

AW/mb
Encl.

cc: L.
J.
C.
D.
A.

Brazley
Counts
D. Jackson
D. Mayhew
Whitman
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THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION (.

20030 Century Blvd., Germantown, Maryland 20767, Telephone: (301) 428-2700

7848-02.80.aw.08
February 26, 1980

Dr. William E. Mott
Director
Environmental Control Technology
Division

U. S. Department of Energy
Germantown, Maryland 20767

Dear Dr. Mott:

SUPERIOR STEEL OWNER IDENTIFICATION

As per the request of Dr. Whitman, of your staff, Aerospace
reviewed the Superior Steel records and contacted the Treasurer and
Tax Collector's office of Scott Township, Pennsylvania, in order
to identify owners of this facility. The attached map indicates
the location of the site. The old Superior Steel Corporation
facility was acquired by Copper Weld, Inc., in 1957, and subsequently
sold to a number of differen~t companies. The 25 acre facility is
used as an Industrial Park occupied by about 20 companies that are
listed in the attachment.

It appears that the area used for the AEC work (the hot
rolling mill) was located at Lot and Block 102J210 and is currently
used by the J.G. Industries, Inc. The property is owned by Lang
Machinery, Box 167, Caraopolis, Pennsylvania, 15108.

This information appears correct, however, it was not possible
to verify it all over the telephone and the tax collector's office could
not send copies of the plot maps; they recommended we make a trip to their
facility if we need additional information.

I understand ORNL is awaiting permission from the owner in
order to conduct a site visit scheduled for February or March. Therefore,
if you want Aerospace to follow-up on this owner investigation prior to

An Equal Opportunity Employer
GENERAL OFFICES LOCATED AT: 2350 CAST EL SEGUNDO BOULEVARD. EL SEGUNDO. CALIFORNIA,
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EP-32

ONCURRENCESORNL/RASCA Program - Former Superior Steel Mil, Carnegie, Pennsylvania
EP;

William R. Bibb, Director 3ottResearch Division 
D.. .Oak Ridge Operations Office 
DATE

RIG. SYMBOLIn response to your memorandum of July 2, 1981, and based on Dr. William A. s
Goldsmith's correspondence with Mr. Robert Barber, dated August 6, 1981, itappears prudent to schedule a radiological survey in that part of the millthat would be accessible for such a survey and delay the survey of the DATEInaccessible part of the mill until it is more convenient for the tenant ofthe mill and with the owner of the site,. Since the potential for radiation RTGSYUOexposure to the workers is low, the site should be given a lew-priority fora comprehensive radiological survey. . -"WKL

Inasmuch as the ORNL/RASCA group has had a continuing dialogue with the DATErepresentatives of the site owners, It would be advisable for them tomaintain this contact for scheduling the appropriate surveys. 1G8 YBO

Original signed by:

William E. Mott DATE
Office of Operational RT.SYMSBOL
Safety (EP-32)

..............
bcc:
Aerospace 

.DATE."
A. J. Whitman, EP-32 TG.SYMBOL

EP-32:AJWh m:353-5439:8/ 24/81:EP-14-81-218:EP-32-81-254:DF-86 T

INITLALSISIG.

DAT£

RTG. SYMBOL

...T..........

DATE

., ................

NTWSIS

DATE

10 OFFICIAL FILE COPYDOE F 1326.1
17-79)
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OUT 1 9 1981
EP-32

Superior Steel, Carnegie, Pennsylvania

William R. Bibb, Director
Research Division
Oak Ridge Operations Office

In response to the request in your memorandum of September 17, 1981, for
guidance relative to the Superior Steel site, we agree that any further

radiological surveys at this low priority site should be postponed.

Willam .Mott
.JOffice of Operational

Safety (EP-32)

bcc:
Aerospace
A. Whitman, EP-32'" - m

EP-32:, 1.353-5439:10/16/81:DF-70

RTG. SYMBOL

EP-32
FIHT -LALS,SrW I, I

WEMott
DATE.

10/l /81
RTG. SYMBOL

RTG. SYMBOL

RTG. SYMBOL

ATE

i; .................

RTG. SYMBOL
INITIALS/SKo.

................

DATE

RTG. SYMBOL

.................

INITIALSISIG.

...............

DATE

RTG. SYMBOL

la...........

INITIALS/SIG.

................

DATE

ATG. SYMlBOL

IN IT IA LStSl G.

DATE

R~TG. SYMtBOL

It4ITIALS/SIG.

DATE

DOEF 135.10 OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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.1- -A Edward E. Stevens

TREASURER AND TAX COLLECTOR - TOWNSHIP OF SCOTT

COLLECTOR OF SPECIAL TAXES-CHARTIERS VALLEY SCHOOL DIS7RICT,

(SCOTT TOWNSHIP AREA)

MUNICIPAL BUILDING * 301 LINDSAY ROAD * CARNEGIE, PENNA. 15106

PHONE OFFICE:
276-5302
276- 5306

OFFICE HOURS

9:00-5:00 DAILY
9:00-8:00 P.M. WEDNESDAY

June 22, 1978

William T. Thornton
Dept. of Energy
Oakridge, Tenn., 37830

Dear. Sir.

Enclosed you will find the information you had requested

on the old Superior Mill properties.

I hope it will be of some assistance.

TREASURER & TAX COLLECTOR
EES:mmc
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Dacer Chemical Products Co.
107 McCartney St.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15220

Heat Exchange &,Transfer, Inc.
500 Superior St.
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Jet Net Corp.
Keystone Drive
Carnegie,iPa. 15106

Keystone Casing Supply, Inc

Keystone Drive, Rear
Carnegie, Pa. 15106.:

Lang Machinery Co., Inc.
Box 167
Coraopolis, Pa. 15108

Pitt Manufacturing Co.
Gregg & Hammond Sts.
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Lot & Block

Lot & Block

Lot & Block

Lot & Block

Lot & Block

102-J-300

102-J-180

102-E-160

102-F-110

102-J-190
102-J-210

102-E-125Lot & Block

B & G Fabricating Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 511-
Hammond & Gregg Sts.
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

C & G Fabricating Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 442
Hammond & Gregg Sts.
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Capitol Pipe & Steel Products, Inc.
730 Superior St.
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Carnegie Marufacturing Co.
P.O. Box 176
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Expert Flooring, Inc.
Superior Street
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Industrial Steel Co..
P.O. Box 504
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Munroe R. & Sons Mfg.
Superior St.
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Corp.

Nassau Corp.
Superior Street
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

A. J. Noce & Associates, Inc.

P:o. Box 176
. . * n_ I * 1 no
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.pitisburgh Design Service, Inc.
p.&. BoX 469

Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Thepitt Manufacturing Co.

Gregg & Hammond Sts.
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

J. H. Young Co.
Superior Street
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

Vince & Pat Zottola
404 Keystone Drive
Carnegie, Pa. 15106

J. G. Industries, Inc. is located where the hot rolling mill had 
been.

Rented from Lang Machinery, Coraopolis, Pa. 15108
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OCT 281981 (FL.S AOL

EPA

EfloTE

Mr. Donald McDonald TMO. SYMBOL

Bureau of Radiological Health
Department of Environmental

Resources
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania DATE.-'---'

P.O. Box 2063
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 RTG SYMBOL

Dear Mr. McDonald:

On July 13, 1981, we forwarded to you a copy of the preliminary radiological ...E.......
survey report for the Superior Steel Company, Carnegie, Pennsylvania. Since
that time we have been informed of the following modifications in the con- RTGCSYMBOL

taminated areas of the former Superior Steel facility: 1) Area "C" (see
enclosure) has been converted to a warehouse operation, 2) the former rolling
machine pits in Area "C" have been covered to floor level with 6 inches of
concrete, and 3) the wooden floor of the storage shed on the west side of ..D.TE''--------
the south end of Area "C" (see enclosure) has been removed and replaced with
a 4-inch thick concrete floor. :This shed area is also used for storage RTCGSYMBOI

purposes. The use of the Area "C" and the attached shed for warehouses ..................
and/or storage makes the contaminated areas inaccessible for radiological INMAiS(SIG.

surveys. ..................
IDATE

Therefore, because of the inaccessibility of the contaminated areas and the
low priority for designation for remedial action, the radiological survey RTBSYMBO

of this site will be postponed to a later date. .. ;

Sincerely, ....------
DATE

Original signed by
-RT. SYMBOL

William E. Mott, Director
Environmental and Safety

Engineering Division (EP-32) A;E ..........

Enclosure T
RTBa. SYMBO0L

bcc: ..........T.A.S..

W. Bibb, OR
W. Goldsmith, ORNL ...-.............
Aerospace
R. Ramsey., NE-30.1 RTBG.SYMBOL

A. Whitman, EP-3Z..........

EP-3 Whitman:dm:353-5439:10/27/81:DF-0..............

DOE F 1325.10 OFFICIAL FILE COPY
(7.79)
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Calculations and experiments to date have indicated that uranium

strip, hot rolled under carefully controlled, but experimental, con-
ditions on Superior Steel Corporations continuous hot strip mill, has
many of the necessary dimensional, structural, and surfaces charac-
teristics required by the Atomic Energy Commission in the furtherance
of their studies. Material produced from the rolling of August 3rd,
1953, upon examination for dimensions, structure and surface, was of
such quality that further production by the system employed at that
time appears to be warranted. However, it is realized by all concerned,
that changes and additions to equipment are in order so that greater
uniformity in thickness, more uniform structure and better surface
may be realized.

a. Dimensional uniformity, it is agreed, is of prime importance
to meet the requirements of the reactors. Tolerances must be held, in
the light of present knowledge, to plus or minus two-thousandths of
an inch but more important, the mean gage of all the strip produced
must be held constant at a predetermined value. Material rolled on
August 3rd was, in the main, within the tolerance mentioned but the
mean gage of the various strips varied within certain narrow limits.
This condition should and can be corrected.

b. The structure of the material is determined by careful control
of starting and finishing temperatures and the drafting on the mill.
Certain equipment changes are indicated to insure proper heating,
soaking and timing through the several stands of the hot mill.

. Tlhe surface of the uranium strip must be smooth, clean and
free ftom pits, scratches, scabs, slivers, excessive scale and all other
dcfccts that would be detrimental to successful "canning". Minor
changei in equipment to insure these conditions should be made.

d. Smooth, continuous, uninterrupted production of uranium
chilp is important in obtaining high quality material. Delays must
be eliminated. Material must be taken away from the finishing end of
the mill rapidly so that the heating and rolling cycles may be main-
tainrd at the prcdetcrmined rate. Timing is important to uniformity

sd t"' the pouctiot of given quantities in the shortest possible
wtling petrio, which of course, will reflect in unit costs. Certain
Ile^- cluipmnclt 2n11d fanges to present equtlipment, dcscrihc'd herein

I i U -m .1 1

e. All precautions recommended by the Health and Safety Divi-
sion of the Atomic Energy Commission must be followed to insure
protection to the operators, supervisors and observers of the various
pieces of equipment used in the production of this material. Obser-
vance of these recommendations require installation of ventilating
systems, use of protective clothing and so on.

NEW FACILITIES REQUIRED

In order to accomplish the above objectives, it will be necessary
to install the following equipment and make changes to present
equipment:

A. New handling devices are being installed at the Salt Bath
Furnace to increase its capacity.

B. Suitable devices are being installed at the Rolling Mill and
Finishing Stands to eliminate water from Work Rolls and
insure more adequate protection against scaling by main-
taining the salt coating on the strip during rolling.

C. A new sixth stand at the Finishing Mill is required to insure
uniformity of "Mean Gauge" as well as closed tolerances
throughout strip. This unit of equipment has been designed,
checked by outside consulting engineer and estimate of
cost prepared.

D. A new rapid cutting-to-length shear and take-off equipment
is required at the finishing end of the Mill. This equipment
has been designed and estimate of cost prepared.

E. Flattening equipment is now being installed at the Clad
Metal Plant which will be suitable for flattening this material.

F. Equipment for shearing to width is being provided under
present contract.

G. Provide building for receiving, storing and shipping ma-
terial to fulfill "accountability" requirements. Also provide
suitable transportation equipment such as buggies, roller
tables, etc.

TT Tl!; ll cm ), ,il~lme ci alssali o i ll, il *;:&f Ivi;ill,, ,
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AUG 3 1978

C. Keller, OR

CO ARNEGI, PENNSYLVAUIA SITE LOCATION

Information provided by Carol Steele, PETC, indicates that after the
Superior Steel Site was sold, it was developed into what is now
known as the Carnegie Industrial Parklocated on Superior and
Hammond Streets, Scott Township. There are about ten businesses
on about 25 acres of land. Apparently, there is no-longer any
central office for this industrial park but each business owns
a portion of the former site.

You are requested to identify the current property-owners in this
Industrial park as soon as.possible and contact each concerning a
visit to determine any further radiological survey needs. Enclosed
is a rough map indicating the general location of the site. Please
keep me informed of your plans.

William E. Mott, Director
Division of Environmental

Control Technology

Enclosure:
As stated

bcc: Aerospace< Ace
W. L. Brown
P. Garon
L. Arzt
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f~A~ 3Department of Energy
Savannah River Operations Office
PQ BoxA
Aiken, South Carolina 29801

AUG 2 8 1979

_.&W. RPamey, EnvirOmintal Control Technlogy Division, HQ, EV-131
E. C. Keller, Director, Technical Services Division, OR

EOPMERLY UTLIZED NmD/AEC SITE RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY PGRAM (FO1MER
SUPERIOR SEEL- COWtPANY ACTIVITIES)

Reference is made to Ruth C. Clusen's memi dated August 13, 1979, subject
as above. We have again reviewed our files for information pertaining
to Superior Steel Company. Our files on Superior Steel were destroyed
in accordance with the Records Disposition Schedule. We are enclosing,
however, a brief outline of the contract which contains the scope of
work, contract tenm, contract amounts, etc. In addition, we are enclosing
copies of information contained in our security files. tiis information
was transmitted to Ms. Clusen on February 6, 1979, and to Mr. Keller
on May 2, 1979. If additional information is located, we will be glad

.to transmit it to you.

R. A. McFeely, Director
CC:EM:bho Contracts and Services Division

Enclosures

.........- .' 1:' I - '- - �--/ � -- - ., r-57 - .- �.-- - -�- � - -- ::. - :�. - -- : 7� -- - - T. -
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Such a dtiniistrative utilization of classified documents by Q-cleared
p'firsonnel as necessary to discharge clasEified administrative activity.
Sccurity interest covers receipt, storage, review and transmittal of
classified documents classified up to and including Secret liestricted Data
Pittsburgh Area Office has beenrrequested to service.

let tt dated &ct. 17, 1955 fron Paul S. Feinstein intraacency Servicc
Section, ITS, AhC Washington indicates this Contraotor as transfer and
Account- ility S ation authorized to reccive classified materidl in
Catelrory C-25 under A1-(30-1)-142 after 10/13/55 and addressed to as

follows: I.r. Eug"erne J. heardon, Executive Vice-President
(Document Custodian)
Superior Steel Corporation
311W 01rant Bld:t., Grdnt St.
Pittsburgh, Penn.
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1V01K DNA

MATMrAL DNA
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SAVANNAH RIVER OPERATIONS OFFICE

1. Name and Address

Superior Steel Corporation
Grant Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania

2. Contract Number

AT(304.)-.1412

3. Scope of Work

The contract was-originated by NYOO and was transferred to OROO. OnOctober 15, 1954, it was transferred from OROO to SROO.
The Contractor, in accordance with instructions, product specificationsand any metallurgical and chemical information considered essential tocorrect processing which may be furnished the Contractor by the Com-mission, and in an efficient and workmanlike manner shall by commercialmethods receive uranium from supplier, inspect, straighten as required,scalp by milling, planning and/or spot grinding, preheat in molten salt,hot roll (taking required temperature and time data), crop and shear tolength, number, acid pickle (including packing for shipment to heattreating facility and receiving heat treated strip), flatten, acidpickle, machine into full length strips of specified dimensions andtolerances, deburr, gauge finish inspect, metallurgically sample (butnot in exqess of reasonably commercial sampling nethods and not in-cluding metallurgical tests), package and prepare finished plate andfurnish labor for packaging and preparing scrap for shipment.

When and to the extent requested by the Contracting Officer, the Con-tractor agrees to perform the following-services in addition to thosespecified in above paragraph.

a. special in-process visual inspection of uranium flatsnot included in above paragraph.
b. beta treating of uranium slabs.

4. Term of Contract

Effective date - June 27, 1952
Completion date - September 30, 1957 (see "Remarks")

5. Type of Contract

Unit price with certain cost features with respect to purchase ofequipment.
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Superior Steel Corporation

6. Basis of Award

Open solicitation was not considered advantageous from standpointOf time and cost in view of the highly specialized field Of metalfabrication. Only a very few organizations in the United Statespossess the technical background and experience for such under-takings. Several firms were invited to submit proposals, of whichthree responded favorably.

7. Amount of Contract

Original Amount
Amendment No. 1
Amendment No. 2
Amendment No. 3
Amendment No. 4
Amendment No. 5
Amendment No. 6

(Increase)
it

ft

ft

it

it

Commission Obligation

$ 36,000
219,000
None
None
None

65,153

60.000
$380,153

Total
8. Pa0ments made as of 6/30/57

Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid

by NYOO for FY 1954
by OROO for FY 1955
by SROO for FY 1955
by SROO for FY 1956
by SROO for FY 1957

$ 46,294
21,019
17,658

217,246
524.632

$356,849Total

9. Remarks

The contract period was extended for three months, from July 1, 1957,through September 30, 1957, to permit sufficient time for close-outof the work and disposition of Government property. ModificationNo. 7 to the contract is under preparation. This modification willcover formal. extension of the agreement,
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APR 13 1981 - -

.EP-141

ORNIL RASCA Program- Former Superior Steel Corporation., Carnegie, Pennsylv ani. 0NCUARENC

0lbG4yMBOL

EP-I4,V
Wiilliam Bibb, ,OR. ......

Beber~
We received.a draft-of the Preliminary.-Site Survey Report for the former -. ATE
Superior Steel Corporation facility:from ORNL and agree with 'the'conclusion 4/-'781
by ORNL that a formal survey of the facility is needed. In: performing the 'TG.SM8
survey ORNL should-include the: floor dratns-that'received runoff from "hose- .EP4..14
down" decontamination efforts (mentioned- in the 1955. -HASL report), the ventil iNITiC'Ia
tion systems, :and ground around the building, .particularly near the ventila,; n
exhaust. As ORNL suggested in the subject report, we have discuSsed with the DiTc
site manager, Robert Cahilan, the need for a formal survey and the need to del I /81
plans to fill and concrete the floor pits at the facility. In a telephone co RTG.5SM34
versation on March:26, 1981, he-stated that one of the pi ts had already been ..............

filled, but he would delay filling of any of the other pits until ORNL pexfor r6`&FA
the radiological'survey. I note that the ORNL survey is scheduled for this

DATEspring. Please inform us if this schedule changes.,

-Please transmit -the following comnents on the preliminary survey report-to OR RGSYMeOL

In the future .ORNL should not include a Recommendatfons section in these repo . ......A

but.include such information in the transmittal letter. ..Hoviever,. the-reports
should contain a Conclusions section. This report should bea revised by 'delet ........
the first and last senten'ces of the Recommendations section 'and changing _the
title to Conclusions. We consider the report to be comprehensive and well wr .
however, a.paragraph'should be added that discusses -the potential health effe ts
of the continued present-day use of the facility. ORUL should'also address t ;
need to survey the equipment removed from the facility to Pittsburgh and Ches ick,
Pennsylvania and finalize the report by late April so that copies can be sent t..... .....
the facility ovmer.

RTG. SYMBOL

Original sigped by:
INITIAL&StM.

William E. Mott,.Director
Environmental and Safety ....DA.E...

Engineering Division (EP-14)
Office of Environmental Protection, . TG.SYMBOL
Safety, and Emergency Preparedness

-NITIALSMSG.

cc: F-. Haywood, ORNL

bcc: A. Whitman, EP-141
Aerospace RYG. SYMBOL

EP-141:GTuri:ph:,353-2766:4/13/81:EV72547:DF-86 ....i.TIALS..

RTG SYPAEOt.

INITIALS/SIGL

OAT;
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
NUCLEAR DIVISION

POST OFFICE BOX X
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37830

August 25, 1980

Mr. Arthur Whitman
Environmental and Safety
Engineering Division

U. S. Department of Energy
MS-E201
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Art:

Subject: RASCA - Preliminary Site Survey Report for the Former Superior
Steel Mill at Carnegie, Pennsylvania

Enclosed are four copies of the letter report for the subject
preliminary survey conducted on July 31, 1980. As you can see, this
site requires a formal survey, and should be scheduled for sometime
in FY-1981. One problem with which we will have to deal is the physical
condition of the site. There are several floor pits partially filled
with rubble. From our measurements, some or all of these pits may be
contaminated. To survey these pits will require removal of the fill
material. Also, parts of the building are covered with a thick layer
(up to two inches) of fine coke dust. In order to survey the surfaces
adequately, this material would need to'be removed.

Please let us know your comments on this draft so that we can
-prepare a final draft and initiate plans for a formal survey.

Sincerely,

F. F. Haywood

RASCA Program Manager

FFH:vsw

cc: W. 'R. Bibb, w/enclosure(2)
C. Clark, w/o enclosure
S. V. Kaye, w/enclosure
T. E. Myrick, w/o enclosure
P. S. Rohwer, w/enclosure
A. Wallo, w/enclosure

t-. A
I* C- t

W.-
Vs
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PRELIMINARY SITE SURVEY REPORT FOR THE
FORMER SUPERIOR STEEL MILL AT CARNEGIE, PENNSYLVANIA

T. E. Myrick, C. Clark

Introduction

A portion of the former Superior Steel Company facility, located in
Carnegie, Pennsylvania, was utilized under contract with the Atomic
Energy Commission from 1952 to 1957 for the handling and milling of
uranium metal. This processing consisted of some combination of salt
bathing, rolling, brushing, shaping, cutting, stamping and coiling,
depending on the desired final product. A schematic of the operations
conducted in 1955 is presented in Figure 1. Due to this treatment and
handling, large quantities of radioactive dust (principally uranium)
were generated during operation. Ventilation of this airborne material
was provided to varying degrees during the operational life of the
plant, although the system was probably not adequate to prevent con-
tamination of the working environment. No details of the post-operative
facility decontamination are available.

At the request of the Department of Energy, a preliminary radio-
logical survey at the former Superior Steel plant was conducted on
July 31, 1980, by members of the Health and Safety Research Division at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL); The site visit was intended to
provide information on the present condition and use of the former mill
area and to determine the need for a detailed survey.

Site Description

The building that originally housed the uranium handling facilities
is owned by Lange Machinery of Coraopolis, Pennsylvania. The site
manager is Bob Cahlan. The large steel structure (see Figure 2) is
divided into three basic areas, the former mill area (area A), the
former motor room (area B), and the former rolling area (area C) as
shown in Figure 3.

Area A (Figs. 4 and 5, approximately 24,000 sq. ft.) originally
contained the salt bath, roughing mill, brushing station, finishing
stands and shear, and was the location where the majority of the uranium
metal handling and shaping is believed to have occurred. Only portions
of the roughing (breakdown) mill were intact during this survey, all
other machinery had been removed and sold or scraped in previous years.
The roughing mill has since been removed. Subfloor pits over which the
former mill, brushing station, finishing stands and shear were originally
located (approximately 8 ft. deep) are presently being filled in with
rubble, with final plans for concreting the surfaces over at floor
level.
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The former mill area is primarily being utilized in the rebuilding
of coke oven doors. During the rebuilding process, significant quanti-
ties of fine coke is removed, part of which becomes airborne and settles
out on surrounding surfaces. Years of this operation have resulted in
coating the north end of the building with a layer of this material (up
to 2 inches thick on the floor).

Area B (Fig. 6) housed the former motor room and control panels for
the mill. This area (approximately 8250 sq. ft.) contained the large
motors that provided power to the mill equipment in the adjacent room
(area A). This area was considered the "clean"-side of the mill, where
the atmosphere was controlled to provide proper conditions for motor and
instrument operation. The area is now being used for storage purposes.

Area C (Figs. 7 and 8, approximately 12,000 sq. ft.) was originally
the location of the tail end of the mill process where the metal was
rolled for shipping or prior to further handling. Two pits at the south
end of the building (Fig. 9) indicate the prior locations of the bliss
downcoiler and upender. Both pits are currently being filled in with
rubble, with plans to concrete to floor level upon completion. The area
is sealed off from the former mill area (area A) by a sheet-metal wall,
and is used primarily for storage purposes. A small storage shed is
attached to the west side of the building at the south end (Fig. 10).

Several parts of the original roughing mill and shear were located
in a storage warehouse at the industrial park, also owned by Lange
Machinery. This machinery was being stored prior to shipment to buyers.
A list of the known buyers of the original mill equipment is provided in
Table 1.

Survey Procedures

The preliminary radiological survey of the former uranium mill
facility consisted of: 1) an external-gamma scan of floor and lower
wall surfaces in all buildings, 2) fixed alpha measurements on floor and
wall surfaces in random locations in all areas, 3) beta-gamma dose rate
measurements at selected locations, 4) external gamma and fixed alpha
measurements on original machinery surfaces, and 5) sampling and anal-
ysis of mill residues. The present conditions at the facility (coke
dust, debris in pits, stored materials covering floor) reduced the
extent of the survey in certain locations. Future, more detailed sur-
veys, could only be performed after a significant amount of building
clean-up had been completed.

The instrumentation utilized in the performance of this survey
included a gamma scintillation survey meter, a beta-gamma sensitive GM
tube (with open/closed window option), and an alpha scintillation survey
meter.
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Survey Results

Area A (Former Mill Area)

The gamma-scan of this area indicated evidence of low-level con-

tamination in the former roughing mill area, in and around the open pits

(see Fig. 11). Gamma exposure rates 2 to 8 times the background level

for the building were measured in this area (up to 50 1iR/hr in open
pit). Gamma levels tended to increase towards the bottom of the pits,

although, in this area, the bottom could not be reached due to presence

of fill rubble. Gamma levels in the former finishing stands area where
the pits had been concreted over were at background values. Beta-gamma

measurements in the pit area ranged from 0.01 to 0.04 mrad/hr. Fixed
alpha levels on walls, floors, and machinery showed no evidence of
significant radioactive contamination, with a maximum recorded reading
of approximately 50 dpm/100 cm2.

Area B (Former Motor Room)

-The gamma-scan of this area (Fig. 11) showed no evidence of radio-
active contamination. All measurements were at the background level,

except for stacks of bagged cement material which read up to 30 PR/hr

at the surface. Random fixed alpha measurements on walls and floor
showed no signs of alpha contamination (O to 10 dpm/100 cm

2).

Area C (Former Rolling Area)

Two areas of significant radioactive contamination were located by

the gamma scan of this area (see Fig. 11). The open pits exhibited
gamma exposure levels 2 to 50 times the building background, with a

maximum reading of approximately 500 pR/hr observed at the bottom of the
bliss downcoiler pit. The beta-gamma dose rate at this point was determined

to be 0.8 mrad/hr,.with a beta component of 0.3 mrad/hr. The direct
alpha measurement on this dirt surface yielded 640 dpm/100 cm

2. A
sample of the residues present at the bottom of the pit at this location

was taken and returned to ORNL for analysis. The sample was a combination
of steel shavings, soil, and various other unidentified materials. The
uranium content of the sample was determined to be 5800 pCi/g 

238U (1.4%

by wt.). No other radionuclides were present in sufficient quantities
to be detected. Alpha measurements taken in the area surrounding the
pit also showed evidence of low-level contamination (up to 100 dpm/100
cm2). In the upender pit, gamma radiation levels of up to 75 1IR/hr were

recorded, although access to the bottom of the pit was restricted by
rubble.

The other area where contamination was found was in the small
storage shed attached to the western side of the building. This shed

(as shown in Fig. 10) has a wooden floor with fill dirt under the

floor. The gamma scan of the shed indicated floor surface exposure

rates varying from 75 to.400 IiR/hr, with a measurement at 1 m in the
center of the room of approximately 90 pR/hr. At the point of maximum
gamma, the beta-gamma dose rate was determined to be 0.25 mrad/hr
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(open-to-closed window ratio of 1:1). Direct alpha contamination at
this point was 50 dpm/100 cm2. Outside the structure, gamma levels
dropped off rapidly away from the shed walls, with a maximum exposure
rate of about 200 pR/hr nearest the corner with maximum indoor readings.
Based on this information, it was suspected that the fill under the
floor was the-source of radioactive contamination and a sample of the
material was collected from the only accessible location (not the point
of gamma maximum) for laboratory analysis. The results of this analysis
indicate that the material under the floor of the shed was similar in
makeup to that found in the downcoiler pit. The 238U concentration in
the sample was determined to be approximately 1100 pCi/g. No other
radionuclides were detected.

Equipment in Storage

Several portions of the former roughing mill and shear that were
currently in storage were gamma scanned and spot checked for fixed
alpha. None of the equipment showed evidence of alpha contamination,
although the gamma readings were 2 to 3 times the background level (up
to 30 v'R/hr).

Recommendations

Based on the results of the preliminary radiological survey at the

former uranium handling facilities of Superior Steel Corporation, it is

(recommended that a formal, detailed survey of the building be conducted.
Evidence of residual uranium contamination was found in the former mill

room, the rolling area, and in a storage shed adjacent to the rolling
area. The extent of the contamination in these areas, in particular in
the floor pits below previous machinery locations, could not be deter-
mined due to present conditions in the building.

Prior to a formal survey, significant building clean-up must be
*performed. Included in this action would be the removal of rubble from
the open pit areas. This operation would need to be supervised to
control the potential spread of radioactive materials suspected to be
interspersed within the rubble. The rubble would need to be checked
upon removal for possible surface contamination and handled accordingly.

The current facility owner should be informed of the need for a
formal survey, and should be cautioned to delay plans to fill and

< concrete the floor pits in the affected areas.
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MAR 2 4 1978

C* Keller, OR

FORMnRLY UTILIZED SITE ASSESSMEOT

In review of the list of formerly utilized sites, one site,
the Superior Steel Co., Carnigie, Pennsylvania, was not
assigned for field evaluation. It is requested that OR
initiate actions ASAP to contact the current owners of this
site and determine the need for further radiological survey
efforts by ORKL*

This site was first identified during the 1977 file review
at MeL. Enclosed is a copy of the 1955 survey report found
in the HASL files.

By copy of this me randum we are requesting Robert Ah McFeely!
SR, to provide your office with any contractural records or
informat ion they may have in their files regarding this former
contractor.

4PRJGlqAL SIGNED BY
F W. RAMS'

Willias E. Mott, Director

;.. ...

I.

VIViS'O9

Contro

Enclosure:
As stated

cct: R.4., MaFeelyj SR, W/encld. . .- -
bec: Aerospace

4,0 *61t
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AUG 3 1978

C. Keller, OR

SUPERIOR STEEL CO., CARNI.- PKZSYLM.7lItA SITE LOCATIONI

Information provided by Carol Steele, PETC, indicates that after the
Superior Steel Site was sold, it -t.as developed into what is now
knoin as the Carnegie Industrial 1'ark located on Superior and
Hazmiond Streets, Scott Townshhip. TLere are about ten businesseson about 25 acres of land. Appareltly, there is nolonger any
central office for this industrial park but each business owns
a portion of the former site.

You are requested to identify the current property owners in this
industrial park as soon as possible ruid contact each concerning a
visit to determine any furt!)er radioloF;ical survey needs. Unclosed
is a rough map indicating the general location of the site. Please
keep me informed of your plans.

TTillizuw E. Scott, Director
Division of Environrmental

Control Technologr

Enclosure:
As stated

bec: Aerospace
W. L. Brown
P. Garon
L. Arzt.
W. M.x

pA'CT Ec N C IR
REAllen:lc C

-7/28/78 '/$ /78 -//78.
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-.:.-.- FORUERLY UTILIZED' SITh .ASSESSMENT .-. i.--;:.--.

In review of. the m-ormerly utilized sites, one. site,..
the Superior Steel Co,, Carnigie, Pennsylvania, wais not
assigned for field evaluation. It is requested that ..
initiate.actions ASAP to contact the current owners of this.
site and determine .the need for further radiological survey
efjorts by- O-.NL w , -

This site was first identified during :the 1977 file review -.
. e-.:st:EML. Enclosed -is a copy of the 1955.survey report found --..- .

i-. .: -- -nthe RASL fi1¢s.-- . :. . .. -. -... .-:-.. -: ;, . .-

..;..-yo of--thls; . lradum 'Ve are requesting Robi t -A. cFeely-,
S to provide yor :off ice with any:costractural records or
.. -. inforatontheymay.have in-their files regarding-this forner .

| .. :-..contractore.;;.t"

--'-G4NAL SIGNED BY .; . .

K . :: ,*---..'.. R .. . . W. RAMSEY Dire --,tor -...

$ ~. .. +-. # , ^ ',.i<,,. ,,i, .J, =,.:r,,., :, . William E. 14ttt Direc'tor.- '--:';tn. ;' '..

Division of Environmaental EC
-.. -- -: . ** .Control Technology

i -- - --.- Enclo0sure.::. -~ -.. -:.. . ., . . >- ;! . .:.-..32J8
-As 8tated .ECV\ 7

RAllentle t . nlce: R. A. McFeely..SR. w/encl.
-bcc Aerospace . . 3/23/78".

, ,. .l .---............... -. :-, ;.. :. ; ,.;,.: ,::.
w ,,, -. - ; ., - ..



CEO rIVOL INA I IUNAL LABORATORY
OPERATED BY

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
NUCLEAR DIVISION

POST OFFICE BOX X
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37830

April 29, 1981

R. W. Barber
Environmental and Safety

Engineering Division
U.S. Department of Energy
MS-E201
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Bob:

RASCA - Preliminary Site Survey Report for the
Former Superior Steel Mill at Carnegie, Pennsylva

Enclosed are four copies of the final version of the
port, revised per comments received on April 16. As indicated in our
original transmittal letter, August 25, 1980, a formal survey of this
facility should be carried out. Your attention is directed to the fact
that significant building cleanup wi1ll be required prior to the initia-
tion of any survey effort. This cleanup would consist of removing coke
dust from vertical and horizontal surfaces, removal or rearrangement of
stored materials to provide adequate survey access, and removal of
rubble located in subfloor pits to allow for investigation of the lower
walls and floors of those pits. Such cleanup activities will be expen-
sive, and would need to be supervised to minimize the potential for
personnel exposure. In addition, the coke dust and other debris would
need to be sampled and otherwise monitored to ensure that no radio-
activity was inadvertently directed to a clean landfill. Service con-
tracts for site cleanup will need to be negotiated prior to final
scheduling of this survey.

In addition, inspection surveys of original mill equipment that has
left the site (see Table 1 of preliminary survey report) should be
conducted to determine the current status of this equipment. Contact
should be made with the owners of this equipment to obtain consent forms
for a survey. These surveys, which could be arranged by us, could be
conducted during the same time period as the survey at Superior Steel.



R. W. Barber, DOE
Page 2
April 29, 1981

Please let us know if you concur in these plans. Also, if further
information concerning the subject report is required, let us know.
Details of the proposed survey effort at Superior Steel will be forth-
coming soon.

Sincerely,

F. F. Haywood
RASCA Program Manager, ORNL

FFH:ror

cc: W. R. Bibb, DOE-ORO
P. S. Rohwer
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EP-

EP- 141

RASCa4 Prelminry S Mte Survey Report for the Fhrmer Superior Steel H111, 
NCE

William Bibb, OR

The plans and recommernations as presented In Dr. Fred Haywood's letter 
ATbMr. R. Barber, dated April 29, 1981, were reviewed by this office. as tas -the E Osubject report, and are satisfactory for Implementation after contact by thi ..SOffice with the respective owners of proTerty and equipment. 6 81rigina! slgned by

Robert wv. Barber 
TG. SYMBOL

William E. lbtt, Director 
IN.TIALS.SIG.Environmental and Safety 
....Engineering Divfsion (EP-14)

SOfetyo Environmental Protection, RTG.SYMBOLcSaf: J. 
and Emergency PreparednessH. 66ldsmith-, ORNL 

GAT:c: A. J. Whitman, EP-141 

T.SMO
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JAN 17 1979

EV-1

REQUES FOR INFORMAION ON FORM SUPERIOR STME COANY ACTIVITIES

Nathaniel Stetson, Manager, SR

In our review of formerly utilized Mnhattan Engineer District and

Atomic Energy Commission (M/AEC) sites, we have identified the

Superior Steel Company, Carnege, Pemsylvnia, as a former SR con-

tractor during the 1950's. We have been mable to locate any specific

information on the operations conducted at this site for AEC-SR other

than a ftealth and Safety Laboratory (HASL), New York, survey report

dated November 15, 1955.

It is requested that all available information on ARC contract

operations at the Superior Steel Company, Carnegie, Pennsylvania,
in SR files be made available to this office for review. If this is

not possible, the most specific information needed is the exact loca-

tioas (buildings) where radioactive materials were stored and handled

in the Superior Steel Complex and the approximate quantities and types

of radioactive materials handled in the operations.

We have recently determined that the former Superior Steel Company

site bas been sold several times and is now ans dustrial Xark with

individual owners of each of the former buildings. Before we initiate

contact with the current owners regarding further review of the site,

we need information on exactly which of the buildings were involved

with the ABC-SR contract operations.

Your expeditious assistance in this matter would be appreciatad.

Vrtgtnal sigbnedabfl%.
.Path CClusen -

Assistant Secretary for EnavirOnet

Ruth C. Clusen
Assistant Secretary for Environment

ECT:NP E L OEk'I DAE ASEVI L
REAllen:cc R sey RJCatlin / t itnah JLL RCClusen

1/11/79 1, /79 1/1)a 79 11)24 / 7l/ 9 1 /79 1/ 779
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A/j o)L3
CONCU Pfwft. C

EV-131
Formerly Utilized MED/AEC Site Radiological Survey Program

N. Stetson, Manager, SR 8/6/79
ATG. SvmeOL

During the period of approximately 1954 to 1960, the Superior Steel a -..
Company, Carnegie, Pa., performed certain special services for the // WEMott
Savannah River Plant programs of fuel development. We believe that -OT-
Superior Steel's scope of work under these contracts included the 8/'i/79
heat treatment and rolling of uranium metal into plates, rods, and "To.

other forms for use in reactor operations at Savannah River. EV-10
"INTtALS/ ,-.

The site of these early operations is included in the Formerly Utilized TFrangcs
Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) as one for which a radiological
survey may be required. In order for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 8/ v/79
to proceed with plans to visit this site and determine the need for a
formal survey, it would be helpful to review the contracts or other -
pertinent documents which describe Superior Steel's work. Therefore,;
we request that a search be made to locate pertinent documents or to
document recollections of such activities and to transmit copies of
such documents or prepared descriptions to Mr. Robert W. Ramsey, Jr., r/t/73
Environmental Control Technology Division, and to Mr. E. C. Keller,
Director, Technical Services Division, DOE, Oak Ridge* TN 37830.

Criginal signed by >.

Ruith C. Clus en
S~tar c, o rctary for Enviroflmen

Ruth C. Clusen -
Assistant Secretary for Environment

bcc: AerosPa cE2.
W. E. Mott, ECT

DAT..
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EV-3
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